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About This Game

Explore the galaxy with math! Lightwire is a strategy game in which players harvest energy by firing lasers in cunning ways to
get the highest score.

Lightwire is a fully-voiced cinematic puzzle game that challenges the mind and ignites the imagination.

In Lightwire, you play as a young weapons engineer trying to save your dying home planet. You must harvest enough energy and
resources from various energy nodes throughout the galaxy in order to satisfy the growing demand back home.

Lightwire is made by nonPareil Studios. We are a studio that provides better futures for adults on the autism spectrum.
#PoweredbyAutism
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Title: Lightwire
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
nonPareil Studios
Publisher:
nonPareil Institute
Release Date: 24 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10

Processor: Any processor with 2 Cores

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD or NVIDIA videocard with at least 512MB, or Intel HD Graphics

Storage: 513 MB available space

English
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One would think a puzzle game to put boxes in specific places were going to be difficult, or at least increasingly so, but the truth
is this game sometimes have such easy levels its easy to think it was made just to cheat you out of a the little amount it cost.
What I mean is that some levels have boxes positioned such that you cannot fail on it, you can basically only push it the correct
way...
Then some levels like one every 10 levels have one you have to think a little about but its not like its trial and error until you get
it right, its more like a simple mistake, on a move, which forces you to restart the level.
I just can't recommend this to anyone.. nice game !. I find the videos to be informative and practical. There's a lot of
information, and you'll have to rewind a lot... I've been using the program for years, and this is bringing some new points to
light. Anything not new is a good review.. This game is EPIC fun. Brings back the old Joust days with a modern twist. I used this
as a party game and we ended up playing for hours. Get 4 controllers and challenge your friends.

the basketball mode is incredible. Get the ball through the rings, so simple yet so challenging when youre friends are trying to
hijack you.

I would highly recommend this to anyone interested in local gameplay and connecting with friends.. You cant save in the game,
if you get busted you have to start from day 1, and to keep the pictures you have revealed you have to go back to the main menu
which means restarting from day 1 again since you cant save.. Best game of 2017
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แรกๆดีหลังๆเหี้ยอะไรว่ะ. This game is very good. Even though you only have the option to control the ball with the arrow keys or
WASD. The backgroung colors of each maze are very nice and they go well with the white of the maze. there is one draw back
though... once you get pretty good at the mazes they dont get any harder and lack a increase in difficulty. besides that the game
is pretty good!. Not a good idea when trying to complete a dissertation.. This is a perfectly decent game. The gameplay is just
nuanced enough to be fun; there are only two weapons and one power-up; however, they're flying around the screen at every
moment, and no two races are quite the same. Apparently, this was a top iOS app; I could see it as being pretty excellent for a
mobile racing game. However, myriad "port-problems" do exist; sometimes, the cars pull a little bit to the left or right, and I'm
not completely certain why that may be. The cars are WAY too expensive to unlock (expect 1-2 hours of gameplay PER
vehicle), and every single one of them seems to have the exact same stats. Also, modifying your vehicle in ANY WAY requires
4-5 hours of gameplay; absolutely ludicrous for a new color, or new tire skin.

I wouldn't recommend this game at full price. However, if you're getting a bundle of 7-8 games for $2.00? If you're interested at
all in racing, I'd say this is worth a solid 1-2 hours of mildly amusing gameplay. It's definitely a good bundle toy.

Cheers!. I am Brazilian and the game aqw is incredible very good and addictive now I launch the 3D this very cool new
gameplay and very fun the game. I really liked the mobile game. It reamains one of the best indie games I've played to date. This
version is literally just a direct upgrade. Upgraded art style and upgraded design. My only complaint is that the game is
impossible with only a mouse and keyboard. The controls are clunky and hard to complete with speed. If you use a controller,
the game is even better than the mobile version.
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